Paris, May 2021.

THE WAIT IS OVER.

As signs of life return and summer blooms across the city, Le Bristol Paris is pleased to announce
that on May 19th, its magnificent garden reopens, inviting Parisians and travellers to indulge in the
art of living with leisurely lunches, effervescent aperitifs, endless dinners and dazzling drinks under
the stars in the heart of Paris. Le Bristol’s green heart is back and beating with excitement.
Summer dining in the garden.

After such a long and challenging period of uncertainty,
enjoying the sunny weather with attentive service in good
company is a gift we’ll never take for granted again. One of the
most luxurious places on Earth to relax and recharge is
underneath the shade of the blossoming orange trees in Le
Bristol’s exquisite verdant haven. Le Jardin Français, the hotel’s
terrace restaurant, will open at noon seven days a week for
lunch, afternoon tea, cocktails, and dinner. Here, plates of
Lobster rolls intermingle with glasses of chilled rosé de Provence
and the finest champagnes. Surrounded by a bounty of
dandelions, tulips and roses, Le Jardin Français is where all
stress of the day fades gently away.

Supreme Summer soirées.
Parisian nightlife is soon to get a tantalising upgrade. Beginning
daily at 5:30pm, from May 19th, the famous Le Bar du Bristol
will have its very own terrace in the garden for the first time
ever. Guests can sip on cocktails from Le Bar’s talented
mixologists, served with refined tapas crafted by Le Bristol’s
triple Michelin starred Chef Eric Frechon. Starting June 9th at
5.30pm, Le Bar will host to a rotating list of DJ’s nightly to
recreate the irresistible Bristol After Dark ambiance outdoors
in stylish company, underneath the moonlight. For an
impromptu drink, there’s no place like Le Bar du Bristol’s
garden outpost.

For those who wish to recreate the sumptuous garden at home, Le Bristol Paris is bottling the
experience. L’Epicerie, the hotel’s pop-up boutique, will be offering Le Bar du Bristol’s signature
cocktails to-go in elegant bottles; all that’s needed is a shaker, ice and a glass! Handcrafted by Le
Bar’s cocktail experts, The BAD Cocktail, Bristol Old Fashioned and Negroni’s Lawyer will be
available in three different sizes perfect for enjoying alone, for two, or as a party of four or more!
20 cl, 16 euros – 50cl, 38 euros – 1L, 60 euros
At long last, reunions with friends at Le Jardin Français and date night cocktails at Le Bar du
Bristol’s summer terrace can now go in the diary — no cancellation policy necessary.
Le Bristol Paris promises that summer 2021 will be one to savour.
Le Jardin Français
Opening May 19th, from 12.00pm to 9.00pm, and to 11.00pm from June 9th, daily.
Reservations are strongly recommended.
Phone : 00 33 1 53 43 43 42
Email : cafeantonia@oetkercollection.com
Le Bar du Bristol
Opening May 19th, from 5.30pm to 9.00pm, and to 11.00pm with a DJ set from June 9th, daily.
Phone: 00 33 1 53 43 42 41
Email : lebar.lebristolparis@oetkercollection.com
L’Epicerie des Ateliers du Bristol
From 10.00am to 7.00pm, daily
Phone : 00 33 1 53 43 41 17
Email : boutique.lbp@oetkercollection.com
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